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PURPA 

• In 1978, Congress passed the Public U=lity Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA) to encourage 
fuel diversity via alterna=ve energy sources and to introduce compe==on into the elec-
tric sector.  

• The legisla=on originally encouraged industrial waste heat recovery and renewable en-
ergy resource development by small, non-u=lity power producers called "Qualifying Fa-
cili=es" or "QFs" (under 80mW). Now, wind, solar, micro hydro, geothermal and bio-
mass developers use PURPA to sell power at “avoided cost” rates to Oregon’s u=li=es.  

• Although PURPA is a federal law, states are responsible for implemen=ng significant as-
pects of the law, and Oregon has enacted its own complementary legisla=on in ORS 
758.505, among others.  

• Oregon PURPA provides the opportunity for small generators to sell their power at a rate 
calculated to equal the cost that U=li=es would otherwise pay for genera=on. And it 
provides for a standard contract approved by the OPUC which saves the costs of nego=-
a=ng a Power Purchase Agreement with the u=lity. 

• PURPA plays a key role in helping small renewable energy projects, like those that CREA 
members create, get off the ground. Ensuring the sale of the renewable energy being 
produced for a long period of =me, allows for banks to take the risk of loaning funds to 
start small renewable produc=on in Oregon. 

• Small, local investor PUPRA projects are important to Oregon, and especially rural Ore-
gon because of investment and stable employment for the local communi=es. Oregon 
State, the Na=onal Renewable Energy Laboratory and the Dept of Energy all have studies 
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demonstra=ng that these local investor projects return 3-5 =mes more to the local 
communi=es than the larger scale Investor Owned U=li=es. 

> CREA and other renewable energy organiza=ons are working through revisions to the OPUC 
rules for standard contracts in AR 631 and other dockets dealing with avoided cost schedules, 
interconnec=on and capacity valua=on. These processes are long, laborious and favor those 
with greater resources. 

> CREA is trying to work with the investor owned u=li=es and the OPUC to improve the oppor-
tunity for small scale  energy  producers to secure a market for the power and the means to de-
liver to consumers. 

> Among the issues related to PURPA we are trying to resolve: 

      - The measurement of renewables for compliance with the renewables por`olio    
 standard for small scale projects (less than 20mW) in ORS 215.446 from “Capacity” to   
 “Genera=on”. Currently 10%  of the renewable energy  for compliance must come   
 from small scale by 2030. 

 - Increase the eligibility of community solar for standard rates from 3 mW to 10 mW as   
 is the case with wind. 

 - Adop=on of a standard contract and rate for storage generated from renewables. 

 - Ensuring that small  hydro facili=es seeking to renew a legacy PURPA power purchase   
 agreement are eligible to be paid for full avoided costs, including capacity costs,  from    
 the first day aeer expira=on of a previous contract. 

 - Revision of standard rates to a levelized  schedule as opposed to  rom high to low.    
 Idaho  and Montana have adopted this type to avoided cost schedules. 
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